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which indicates an issue with your charging system your car could stall out and not start again.
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a second life. The interior of the Ford Escape has got that much-needed refresh and it does feel
nicely-trimmed. There are four offerings, and the top-of-the-line, Titanium trim gets better luxury
treatment. The multi-functional steering wheel is also leather-wrapped and couple that a to a
good intuituve infotainment system, the Ford Escape feels a premium vehicle from the inside.
However, all trims get soft-touch and dual-zone automatic climate control is available in all
trims. Comfort levels on the Ford Escape are not compromised in terms of the cabin space. And
the seats offer good under-thigh support. On the whole, they will not be troublesome on those
long highway trips. It can easily seat 5 with an ample amount of headroom. All three passengers
get individually adjustable headrests on the second row and to add the touch of practicality you
also have an armrest that can double up as a cup holder. The front bucket seats have good
cushioning and can hold you well in place on your short enthusiastic fun runs. To find your best
driving position, it comes complemented with 6-way manual adjustments on the base trim and a
way power-adjustable configuration on the top trim. Switches and AC controls are
well-positioned and are ergonomically designed, and are well within reach. It also houses a MID,
along with the dials that are giving you the trip info, door ajar warnings, and a digital speed
readout. Compared to the rivals, the Ford escape has the best seating comfort. Making the back
seat experience better are the rear AC vents on the center armrest. It falls short on the rear
legroom as it feels a little less, which is With a clear display, bright contrast, and the best
display amongst the competition even under direct sunlight. The touch screen is responsive for
inputs. It gets a MID, displaying the digital speed readout with the two odometers, distance to
empty, and average fuel consumption data. It also comes with a rear AC vent under the front
armrest. It has a volt power outlet that can give the comfort of charging your device on the
move. Automated parking is offered on the top-spec, which can ease out the hassle of parking.
The vehicle gets an electrically operated Sunroof with a wide opening and a large glass area.
With the seats up, the amount of cargo on offer is 34 cubic feet. It also comes with standard
Split seats, that you can configure based on your comfort and requirement. The loading area is
big, boxy for the large airport transfers. With the loading lip being quite low and a flatbed, that
can take quite a big amount of baggage with ease. Even with the seat folded completely, it is a
good flatbed with no hump or gaps in between the boot compartment and the folded seats. For
added comfort you even get a powered tailgate when you have a handful, the electronics do the
job for you. Compared to the competition, the Ford Escape has a good amount of cargo space
of It may not be the best in the lineup, but has a fair amount of space. With all seats down it
brings you the best of legroom and cargo space which is well balanced. The door bins are large
enough and can hold those big 1-liter bottles with some left-out space for your knick-knacks.
The scooped-out seats have a magazine holder for added storage. Rear center foldable armrest
with two cup holders and a large bin, underneath the front passenger armrest, that is big
enough to hold your phone, your wallet, and some more space left for extras. With a
smart-looking instrument cluster, best upholstery, it has a very upmarket feel. With a high
raised commanding position and a lot of cushioning for enthusiastic hard cornering around a
set of corners is bliss. The rear space is a bit compromised than the competition, it brings out a
well-proportioned boot. Read all Reviews. Overview Interiors User Reviews. Guha Senior Editor.
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Similar Cars. Top User Reviews 7. So, what is that light on your dashboard? The following are
warning lights and indicators found in vehicles built by Ford. Click a link to learn more about
each one. They are roughly ordered by importance, which tends to be by color red, amber,
yellow, orange, green, blue, gray. There are over 30 of them, so search carefully! Remember that
only proper service and repair procedures will ensure the safe and reliable operation of your
car. These posts are for information sharing purposes only, and should not be used in lieu of an
OEM service manual or factory authorized service procedure. We are not in the auto repair
business nor do we publish automotive service manuals. Nothing we include on these pages
and posts has been reviewed, approved or authorized by any vehicle manufacturer. Technology
is always changing and what is current and accurate today may be literally out-of-date and
inaccurate tomorrow. And when it comes to the current state of flux in the auto industry,
nothing is more true. Made with by Graphene Themes. Toggle search form Search for:. Toggle
navigation DashboardSymbols. Ford Warning Lights and Symbols So, what is that light on your
dashboard? Related posts. Search for:. Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more. Brake
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ability control indicator -- click for more. Stability control off indicator -- click for more. Tire
pressure monitor indicator -- click for more. Anti-lock brake system fault indicator -- click for
more. Electric park brake trouble indicator -- click for more. Blind spot monitor off -- click for
more. Automatic brake hold indicators -- click for more. Headlamp out indicator -- click for more.
Lane keeping indicator -- click for more. Low fuel indicator -- click for more. Low washer fluid
indicator -- click for more. Automatic high beam indicator -- click for more. Cruise control
indicator -- click for more. Adaptive cruise control -- click for more. Park lamps on indicator -click for more. Economy mode operation indicator -- click for more. Hybrid ready indicator -click for more. Hybrid charging indicator -- click for more. EV mode indicators -- click for more.
Grade assist indicator -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High beam
indicator -- click for more.

